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Jacqueline Maybaum has 21 years of credit risk-management and marketing experience 

in the financial services industry. She has an impressive track record of generating 

revenue and mitigating losses for her clients through her hands-on experience driving 

credit risk, marketing, collections and high-risk account-management strategies for some 

of the world’s largest financial institutions.

Her consumer-lending experience spans multiple products, functions and disciplines. 

They include unsecured revolving credit; closed-end unsecured and secured lending; 

marketing; research and analytics; finance; and collections. She anticipates her clients’ 

needs, provides innovative targeted marketing ideas and easily articulates the business 

reasons behind her proven strategies. She also provides clients with the information 

required to win buy-in from their internal constituents.
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Education:

•Hofstra University, Bachelor of Business 

Administration in finance

“I value the trust and relationships I have 

established with my clients. I believe they 

appreciate my contributions because they 

realize immediately that I possess the 

skills only insider experience provides. I 

am able to assess their particular 

situation, pare down the information, cut 

to the chase and give the kind of 

actionable advice that quickly provides 

real value and benefit.”
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Employing techniques such as global benchmarking and analyzing internal and external 

data sources, Maybaum assists clients in identifying customers to target and the relevant 

rewards programs to offer them to generate the highest returns. She also focuses on 

analytics and marketing strategies that drive profitable new-customer acquisitions for 

clients. For their existing customers, she recommends options that they may not have 

considered previously. She uses precision segmentation and targeting, risk-management 

assessment and dynamic delivery of personalized, relevant offers and treatments in 

identifying those options.

Maybaum encourages open dialogue because consultants can furnish a different 

perspective to a business challenge that can spark solutions that may differ form the 

norm. This is especially true as clients navigate through regulatory changes and return-

to-growth strategies after the last economic cycle.

Consulting expertise:

•Product

• General Purpose Credit Cards, Private Label 

Credit Cards, Business Cards, Healthcare 

Financing, Installment Lending and Sales 

Finance (Auto Lending)
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She credits her two decades with Citibank, JPMorgan Chase and several regional 

financial services institutions for her in-depth understanding of how to address many of 

the challenges her clients confront today. Previously, Maybaum was Senior Vice 

President in the retail cards group at Citibank, where she led the High Risk Account 

Management Team and was responsible for segmentation and account-management 

strategies for high-risk assets. She combined advanced analytics; competitive market 

intelligence and customer research; and intraorganization objectives to develop 

successful solutions for both Citibank and its customers. At Citibank, she also managed 

Existing Customer Balance Build Programs and Risk-Based Marketing initiatives 

including Balance Transfer Programs, Line Management and High-risk customer 

communications (Marketing) functions.
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Consulting expertise:

•Functions

• Credit Risk-Management Acquisitions

• Credit Risk Management, Portfolio 

Management

• Marketing Product, Terms and Existing 

Customer Balance Build

• Market Research, Targeting, Segmentation 

and Analytics

• Finance

• High-Risk Account Management

• Collections and Recoveries
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CASE STUDY:
Client: Large regional bank with $27 billion in assets

Challenge: Client was deploying a major growth strategy, 
including a new credit card product offering

Strategy: Maybaum created a road map that outlined the steps 
required for a successful new card launch. She set priorities for 
the initial launch test and ramp-up plans, thereby creating an 
approach to meet future needs. Combining analytics with 
consulting, she increased the client’s business-and-data 
intelligence to identify target market risk and behavioral 
characteristics.

Results: Her approach provided Marketing with the necessary 
information to create a strong value proposition and furnished 
Credit with criteria to satisfy the desired level of risk tolerance. The 
launch yielded the expected results, and the client continues to 
engage with Maybaum on expansion initiatives as the program 
evolves.
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During 13 years at JPMorgan Chase, she held various leadership roles. 

Among others, she managed development of instant credit, instant 

prescreen and product assignment criteria for general purpose and 

private-label credit cards across multiple channels, which generated 

more than half the volume of new accounts for the division. She also 

developed score-based criteria and Champion/Challenger strategies for 

balance transfers, credit line, authorizations, reissue and customer 

retention programs.

Maybaum also has held senior marketing and collections-risk roles in 

the Consumer bank with Wachovia. In each of her roles before joining 

Experian, she generated million in increased revenue and/or loss 

savings and is a recognized leader in the field.
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